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Integration Is an Essential Part of the Integration Is an Essential Part of the 
Retroviral Life CycleRetroviral Life Cycle
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Retroviruses and DiseaseRetroviruses and Disease

OncovirusesOncoviruses
Alpharetroviruses: ALVAlpharetroviruses: ALV

Betaretroviruses: MMTVBetaretroviruses: MMTV

Gammaretroviruses: MuLVGammaretroviruses: MuLV

Deltaretroviruses: HTLVDeltaretroviruses: HTLV
Mechanism of HTLV disease induction Mechanism of HTLV disease induction 
not well definednot well defined

Lentiviruses (HIV, SIV)Lentiviruses (HIV, SIV)
Limited evidence of gene deregulation by Limited evidence of gene deregulation by 
HIV infectionsHIV infections



Interaction of Retroviruses with GenomesInteraction of Retroviruses with Genomes

Mobilization of protoMobilization of proto--oncogeneoncogene
RSV and identification of RSV and identification of srcsrc

Peyton Rous, early 1900’sPeyton Rous, early 1900’s
Varmus and Bishop, 1974Varmus and Bishop, 1974

InsertionalInsertional mutagenesis:mutagenesis:
Activation of tumor promoterActivation of tumor promoter
Inactivation of tumor suppressorInactivation of tumor suppressor

•• Deleterious integrationsDeleterious integrations

•• Phenotypic changes Phenotypic changes 

•• Approximately 10% of the Approximately 10% of the 
human genome consists of human genome consists of 
retroviral elementsretroviral elements



Examples of Retroviral Insertional Examples of Retroviral Insertional 
Mutagenesis Mutagenesis 

a.) 3’ LTR drives expression of a a.) 3’ LTR drives expression of a 
downstream genedownstream gene

b.) 5’ LTR enhancer augments b.) 5’ LTR enhancer augments 
expression of a downstream expression of a downstream 
genegene

c.) Disruption of transcriptional c.) Disruption of transcriptional 
or postor post--transcriptional transcriptional 
control elementscontrol elements

d.) Fusion of retroviral and host d.) Fusion of retroviral and host 
cell trasncripts cell trasncripts 



Gene Therapy Leads to Human DiseaseGene Therapy Leads to Human Disease



Determine the Location of HIV IntegrationsDetermine the Location of HIV Integrations

Recent concerns from XRecent concerns from X--SCID gene therapy trials:SCID gene therapy trials:
2 of 11 recipients developed leukemia and2 of 11 recipients developed leukemia and

MuLV vector carrying MuLV vector carrying γγC was found upstream of C was found upstream of 
LMO2 geneLMO2 gene

Schroeder et al. indicate that HIV integrates in Schroeder et al. indicate that HIV integrates in 
transcriptional hot spots, but precise location not transcriptional hot spots, but precise location not 
identifiedidentified

Are there differences between HIVAre there differences between HIV--1 and MuLV 1 and MuLV 
integrations?integrations?

Relative to MuLV IntegrationsRelative to MuLV Integrations



Linker-mediated PCR to target sites 
of integration in human genome

Retroviral Genome and Integrated Retroviral Genome and Integrated 
ProvirusProvirus
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Method for Mapping Retroviral Method for Mapping Retroviral 
IntegrationsIntegrations

LinkerLinker--mediated PCR  (LMmediated PCR  (LM--PCR)PCR)

Sort and eliminate artifact sequences

BLAST/BLAT genomic sequence

Proviral seq Genomic seq

Restriction enzyme digestion (MseI: TTAA)

Nested PCR to increase the 
number of specific clones

PCR
Linker ligation

Clone

Sequence

100 bp

200 bp

300 bp

500 bp

1000 bp



Definition of an Integration SiteDefinition of an Integration Site

Contains the following:Contains the following:
1)1) 3’ LTR sequence from nested primer and linker seq.3’ LTR sequence from nested primer and linker seq.
2)2) Genomic sequence within 3bp of end of 3’ LTRGenomic sequence within 3bp of end of 3’ LTR
3)3) 95% or greater sequence identity95% or greater sequence identity
4)4) Matched to only one genomic locusMatched to only one genomic locus

3’LTR Linker



Mapping Retroviral Integrations in the Mapping Retroviral Integrations in the 
Human GenomeHuman Genome

Comparison of MuLV and HIVComparison of MuLV and HIV--1 integration sites1 integration sites

1)1) MuLV:MuLV:
2304 total sequence reads2304 total sequence reads
903 unambiguously mapped903 unambiguously mapped

2)2) HIVHIV--1:1:
379 unambiguously mapped379 unambiguously mapped
Lower quality library:Lower quality library:
Schroeder et al. integrations (500)Schroeder et al. integrations (500)



Integrations Mapping to GenesIntegrations Mapping to Genes

MuLVMuLV HIVHIV--11 RandomRandom
Integrations in Integrations in 
RefSeq GenesRefSeq Genes

34.2%34.2%
(309/904)(309/904)

57.8%57.8%
(219/379)(219/379)

22.4%22.4%



Integrations Found in IntronsIntegrations Found in Introns

MuLVMuLV HIVHIV--11
Integrations in Integrations in 
IntronsIntrons

95%95%
(292/309)(292/309)

94%94%
(205/219)(205/219)

Did not differ significantly from random integratio ns. 

This reflects that the intron regions are much larg er than exons.



Integrations at 5’ Ends of GenesIntegrations at 5’ Ends of Genes

Integrations atIntegrations at MuLVMuLV HIVHIV--11 ExpectedExpected
CpG islandsCpG islands 16.8%16.8% 2.1%2.1% 2.1%2.1%



Position of MuLV Integration Relative to Position of MuLV Integration Relative to 
Transcriptional StartTranscriptional Start

texttext



Comparison of MuLV and HIVComparison of MuLV and HIV--1 1 
Integrations in Transcriptional UnitIntegrations in Transcriptional Unit

MuLV and HIVMuLV and HIV--1 integrate into actively transcribed regions1 integrate into actively transcribed regions
MuLV integration favors 5’ ends of geneMuLV integration favors 5’ ends of gene

HIVHIV--1 shows no strong preference for 5’ integration1 shows no strong preference for 5’ integration



XX--SCID Integration SitesSCID Integration Sites

•• γγC gene gene therapy vector from two of the XC gene gene therapy vector from two of the X--SCID SCID 
patients. Note the location at the 5’ end of the gene.patients. Note the location at the 5’ end of the gene.

•• >5x10>5x1066 cells with MuLV integrations per patientcells with MuLV integrations per patient
•• 20% of integrations in 18,214 RefSeq genes or 20% of integrations in 18,214 RefSeq genes or 

55 integrations into 5’ region of LM02 per treatment55 integrations into 5’ region of LM02 per treatment



SummarySummary

• MuLV integration favors transcriptional start sites and 
5’ ends of genes and these regions are critical for 
gene regulation.

• The closer to the transcriptional start site, the greater 
chance of integration observed, more than 10x 
higher than that expected for random integration.

•• HIVHIV--1 integration favors transcribed gene1 integration favors transcribed gene--coding coding 
regions in the human genome.  No preference for regions in the human genome.  No preference for 
upstream or downstream regions of genes. More upstream or downstream regions of genes. More 
than half (57%) of HIV integrations landed in genes. than half (57%) of HIV integrations landed in genes. 



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Both MuLV and HIVBoth MuLV and HIV--1 target integration into 1 target integration into 
important regions of the human genome at important regions of the human genome at 
frequencies higher than previously thought.frequencies higher than previously thought.

•• The risk of insertional mutagenesis by retroviral gene The risk of insertional mutagenesis by retroviral gene 
therapy vectors may need to be retherapy vectors may need to be re--assessed.assessed.

•• Specific animal model systems will be useful to avoid Specific animal model systems will be useful to avoid 
the problems encountered with the Xthe problems encountered with the X--SCID gene SCID gene 
therapy trials.therapy trials.

•• Hope for the future?  With over 100 gene therapy Hope for the future?  With over 100 gene therapy 
trials since 1989, only the Xtrials since 1989, only the X--SCID trial has shown a SCID trial has shown a 
negative interaction of the vector with the host negative interaction of the vector with the host 
genome.  Is this specific to Xgenome.  Is this specific to X--SCID and SCID and γγC, or has C, or has 
too little time passed for negative outcomes to too little time passed for negative outcomes to 
become apparent?become apparent?





Supplemental SlidesSupplemental Slides

•• Seven supplemental slides with:Seven supplemental slides with:
–– More integration dataMore integration data
–– Retroviral life cycleRetroviral life cycle
–– ILIL--2 receptor funtion2 receptor funtion



Genes and Promoters within the Human Genes and Promoters within the Human 
GenomeGenome

Integration within a gene:Integration within a gene:
Location between the transcriptional start and stop Location between the transcriptional start and stop 
of the 18214 RefSeq genes mapped to the human of the 18214 RefSeq genes mapped to the human 
genomegenome

Integration distribution relative to gene location:Integration distribution relative to gene location:
Transcriptional start sitesTranscriptional start sites
Transcriptional end sitesTranscriptional end sites
CpG islands: CpG islands: commonly associated with the 5’ end of genes.  commonly associated with the 5’ end of genes.  
There are 27,704 CpG islands documentedThere are 27,704 CpG islands documented



MuLV Integrations Target Actively MuLV Integrations Target Actively 
Transcribed GenesTranscribed Genes

Data set 1Data set 1 Data set 2Data set 2 Data set 3Data set 3
Median expression Median expression 
level of targeted level of targeted 
genesgenes

20552055 12091209 734734

Median expression Median expression 
level of all geneslevel of all genes

12281228 487487 378378



Avoid LMAvoid LM--PCR BiasPCR Bias
•• Mse I digestion [TTAA]: 4 bp cutterMse I digestion [TTAA]: 4 bp cutter

–– Expected size 4x4x4x4=256Expected size 4x4x4x4=256
–– Generates smaller than expected fragments with Generates smaller than expected fragments with 

median size of 70 bpmedian size of 70 bp
–– 95% of fragments <500 bp in human genome95% of fragments <500 bp in human genome

•• Small fragments are easy to amplify and cloneSmall fragments are easy to amplify and clone



Multiple Functions of Multiple Functions of γγγγγγγγC Subunit of ILC Subunit of IL--
ReceptorsReceptors

•• γγC gene product and it C gene product and it 
functionfunction



Schematic of Integration ReactionSchematic of Integration Reaction

texttext



Retroviral Replication: PreintegrationRetroviral Replication: Preintegration

texttext



Discoveries in Retrovirology: Setting the Discoveries in Retrovirology: Setting the 
Stage for Paradigm Shifts in BiologyStage for Paradigm Shifts in Biology

•• Isolation of first retroviruses (1904, 1908, 1911)Isolation of first retroviruses (1904, 1908, 1911)
•• Development of focus assay for RSV (1938, 1957)Development of focus assay for RSV (1938, 1957)
•• Discovery of reverse transcription (1970)Discovery of reverse transcription (1970)
•• Retroviral oncogenes shown to be of cellular origin (1976)Retroviral oncogenes shown to be of cellular origin (1976)
•• Isolation of human retroviruses (1980)Isolation of human retroviruses (1980)


